I'M LIVING GOOD

ONE LITTLE [C] ROOM I S ALL I [G] GOT
BUT IN MY EYES IT'S A [A] CASTLE THAT I LIVE [D] IN

OH 'COS [G] I'M LIVING [B7] GOOD
OH [C] I'M LIVING [G] GOOD, I'VE GOT YOUR SWEET LOVE
DARLING [Am] I'M LIVING MIGHTY [G] GOOD

[G] SOMETIMES MY OLD CAR FAILS TO [B7] START
SEEMS LIKE IT'S [C] ALWAYS FALLIN' A-[G]-PART
BUT WHEN YOU'RE IN IT
THAT OLD [A] CAR IS MY LIMO-[D]-SINE

OH YES [G] I'M LIVING [B7] GOOD
OH [C] I'M LIVING [G] GOOD, I'VE GOT YOUR SWEET LOVE
DARLING [Am] I'M LIVING MIGHTY [G] GOOD

YES [F] I'M LIVING [C] HIGH, WITH [G] YOU BY MY SIDE
I'M LIVING [A] SO GOOD DARLING I'M SO SATIS-[D]-FI ED

I'D WISH THAT [C] THINGS WOULD STAY JUST AS THEY [G] ARE
I WOULDN'T CHANGE THIS PARA-[A]-DIS E I'M LIVING [D] IN

OH 'COS [G] I'M LIVING [B7] GOOD
OH [C] I'M LIVING [G] GOOD, I'VE GOT YOUR SWEET LOVE
DARLING [Am] I'M LIVING MIGHTY [G] GOOD

YES [F] I'M LIVING [C] HIGH, WITH [G] YOU BY MY SIDE
I'M LIVING [A] SO GOOD DARLING I'M SO SATIS-[D]-FI ED

I'D WISH THAT [C] THINGS WOULD STAY JUST AS THEY [G] ARE
I WOULDN'T CHANGE THIS PARA-[A]-DIS E I'M LIVING [D] IN

OH 'COS [G] I'M LIVING [B7] GOOD
OH [C] I'M LIVING [G] GOOD, I'VE GOT YOUR SWEET LOVE
DARLING [Am] I'M LIVING MIGHTY [G] GOOD
[D] I'M LIVING MIGHTY [G] GOOD
[C] I'M LIVING REAL [G/] GOOD